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Most organizations require their employees to know how certain types of reports are written. For example, quality assurance experts should know how to write quality reports. A quality report helps to evaluate the company's current control systems to ensure the quality of products, services
and processes. Well-organized quality reports can be used by other professionals to improve the organization's products and processes. Use your notes. When reviewing quality assurance processes within an organization, you should take detailed notes about what the processes are, how
they are implemented by employees, and how effective they seem to be. Use a simple language in your quality report. Short sentences and simple sentences are the ideal way to convey your importance and ensure that all professionals can easily understand the content of your report.
Enter the summary for your quality report. The summary is a summary of all sections of your report. Summarize each section in about two to five sentences. The goal is that anyone who reads the summary knows whether reading the entire report would be worth their time. Add a section with
background information. This should include the department or process that has been analyzed, the people who helped with the analysis, and the purpose of the quality report. Insert a section for your results. When analyzing a department or process, you should look at how the processes
are completed, which employees are involved, and how effective the processes appear to be for the organization. All of these details must be included in this section. Data or calculations can be listed separately and associated with the report. Close your quality report with a Section
conclusions. This section contains your conclusions and recommendations for improving the processes you are monitoring. Give many details when you offer suggestions. If necessary, use visual details, such as.B charts, and charts. The more details and examples you can give in this
section, the more useful your quality report will be. Below example, Bug/Defect Report gives you an accurate idea of how to report an error in the Bug Tracking Tool? Here is the sample scenario that caused a bug: Lets assumed to test in your application they want to create a new user with
user information, for this you need to log into the application and navigate it to the USERS menu &gt; New user, then enter all the details in the 'User Form' such as, first name, last name, age, address, phone, etc. As soon as you entered this information, you must click the SAVE button to
save the user. Now you see a success message with the message New user was created successfully. But when you entered into your application by logging in and navigating to the USERS menu &gt; New users, gave all the necessary information to create the new user and clicked SAVE
button. Bang! The application crashed and you have an error page on the screen. (Capture this error message window and as A Microsoft paint file)Now this is the bug scenario and you want to report this as a BUG in your bug tracking tool. Here is the bug report example for the example
mentioned above: (Note that some 'error report' fields may vary depending on your bug tracking system)SAMPLE BUG REPORTBug Name: Application crash when clicking the SAVE button when creating a new user. Error ID: (It is automatically created by the BUG tracking tool as soon as
you save this error) Range path: USERS menu &gt; New user build number: version number 5.0.1 Severity: HIGH (High/Medium/Low) or 1 Priority: HIGH (High/Medium/Low) or 1 Assigned: Developer-X Reported By: Your Name Reported on: Date Causes: Error Status: New/Open/Active
(Depending on tool, environment: Windows 2003/SQL Server 2005Description: Application crash when you click the SAVE button when you create a new user, so you will not be able to create a new user in the application. Steps to Reproduce: 1) Login to the application 2) Navigate to the
user menu &gt; New user 3) All user information fields filled in 4) Clicked on the Save button 5) An error page ORA1090 Exception: Insert values Error... 6) For more information, see the attached protocols (More protocols related to bug. IF at all) 7) And see also the attached screenshot of
the error page. Expected result: If you click save, you should be prompted to a success message New user has been successfully created. (Add the screenshot 'Application Crash'. IF at all) Save the defect/error in the BUG TRACKING TOOL. You will receive a bug ID that you can use for
additional error references. The default new bug email is sent to the developer and the default module owner (team leader or manager) for further action. Related: If you need more information about writing a Good Bug Report, read our previous post How to write a Good Bug Report. Let's
talk about what makes a good weekly report for a manager. We look at a typical bad report from an inexperienced new manager and then contrast it with a good report. This introduces some important conceptual building blocks of the management world: projects, metrics and the
assumption of personal responsibility. At Relationship Hero, we pride ourselves on training managers to write good weekly reports. If you've never been a manager or have never written a weekly report to your boss, I hope this statement will be a helpful resource. A Bad Weekly ReportLet
start by immersing yourself in a sample report from a new manager who is used to a single contributor You usually email me something like this:* Write 17 pages of information material and email them to the appropriate people* Call all our suppliers and buyers to talk about the orders of the
next month* Organized the company bookshelf by jacket colorWhat does this report tell me? It lists their tasks, which only indicate how they spent their time. If the tasks seem simple, I might think they are lazy at work. Are. the tasks seem hard, maybe I think they are a highly motivated



worker who takes 16-hour days. But guess what? It doesn't matter! What matters is what results they achieve. Is the organization of the company bookshelf a high priority task? If not, I'd rather let them work a 4-hour week and do something that's important, rather than a 100-hour week that
organizes the bookshelf. So your report focuses on the wrong thing. A Good Weekly ReportHere is how this manager would have written their report for this week:Creating a manual72% of all sections are now written (was 60% last week). 17 pages written this week. Completion Date: As.
March 3Repainting Office WallsStalled this week due to unexpected snowstormCompletion date: March 15 (was March 11) Inventory reorganizationAll supplier and buyer data are now recorded in our table (task 3 of 5)Completion date: March 20, believe it or not, this report is about the
same week as the bad report. But, of course, there are big differences. First, the good report of company projects such as creating a manual is organized, not written by the employee's individual tasks such as 17 pages. In fact, written 17 pages is the least important in this whole report, just
a small note at the end of a section. The bad report had made it seem like such important information to share, but in the good report it could even be completely taken out. Secondly, the good report deals with the status and progress of each project. For the Create an instruction manual
project, the status is that the completion date does not slip. it is still on track March 3. Its progress is that it is 72% complete, compared to 60%. The status is a claim you make about your ability to deliver the final result of the project at a given time, and progress is proof of that claim. When I
see the progress, I am more convinced that you will actually deliver the completion date you promise. Note that while status and progress are important, status is more important than progress. Hypothetically, if you say that the completion date is fixed on March 3, but your progress has only
gone from 60% to 61% this week, I would think you need to plan to get things moving up soon, as by pulling an all-nighter on March 2. As long as you deliver the project in an acceptable condition on 3 March, that is fine with me, I just appreciate the progress made so far or the lack of it. Ok,
you've learned that a good report is organized by projects and track the status and progress of each project. Now you can see why the first report is bad. For example:Write 17 pages of information material and email them to the appropriate people To process the meaning of 17 pages
written this week, I would need to know how many pages you had already written before this week, and how many more you are still going. Do I know these things from the top of my head? No, and and don't want to know, because I'm not the one who manages the project. I just want to
know the status and progress of the project. Also look at the Repainting Office Walls project, which didn't happen this week. It is still a project that I have asked you to manage. It was never mentioned in the bad report, and this is a common mistake that new managers make, which makes
me feel like they're dropping projects. You might think that if no progress has been made on a project this week, there is nothing to report. But without seeing the project and its status in your report, I will consider whether it is still on track to be ready by 11 March. In our example, the
manager (I hope) realized that the completion date for repainting office walls would probably be later than March 11, as there was no unplanned progress, but their poor report gave no insight into the project. Tada! By the way, have you noticed that the good report contains nothing about
the organisation of the bookshelf? Why is that?... That's because I never commissioned them to manage a project on our bookshelf. If the organization of the bookshelf is somehow related to the Repainting Office Walls project, as if we are trying to have our walls adapted to the colors of our
books, then you should report that the Repainting Office Walls project has made some progress towards completion this week. Otherwise, you don't have to display every task you perform in the report. When you report every task you perform, you focus only on how busy you are, but not
how productive you are on the big picture. Know that your projects know that your projects are the key to organizing your weekly reports and actually prioritizing and performing your tasks. In the erroneous report, I can see from your reported list of tasks that you have taken steps to help
with various projects. But as a manager, you need to fundamentally change your thinking to take care of the projects, not the tasks. The company matrix has just been revealed to you. Before you perform a task, you should be aware of which project you are managing and what the definition
of success is for the project. If you ever don't know the answer, you should talk to your boss, and maybe you'll learn that there's no answer yet! Then you need to work with your boss to define your project. Defining projects is actually an important part of the manager. Once you know which
projects you are managing, consider how your tasks will be projects. For example, if you are a manager at Relationship Hero, and a task you want to report on is an example of recording a phone call from a new customer. Why did you do this job?... Because it helps to train our relationship
trainers to do their job. Ok, but what I'm really asking is what project did you do it for?... You did it for the Phone Operations Training project, which is a subproject of a larger project that we Use Operational Skills Training &amp; Maintenance.So Maintenance.So Instead of writing an action,
an example of a new customer's call, you should first specify which project you are reporting on (Phone Operations Training) and its status and progress. After that, you may be able to mention the actions you have taken if you think it is valuable to do so. Do you know your metricsWhat
does it mean to report on the progress of a project? Here is an example of the progress from the good report:Creating a manual72% of all sections are now written (was 60% last week). Written 17 pages this week. Presumably, when the Create a Manual project was first launched, you and
your boss had agreed that the percentage of sections written was a good step forward for this particular project. (Note that if there are other important parts of this project, such as.B. if you are also responsible for reviewing each section with the engineering department, your project's metric
should also reflect the progress of those other parts; it shouldn't just be a percentage of the sections written.) Another example:Warehouse reorganizationAll supplier and purchaser data is now recorded in our spreadsheet (task 3 of 5)For the warehouse reorganization project, you originally
sat down with your boss and created a list of five tasks that must be performed to complete the project. Now, in your weekly reports, your metric for the project can simply be the number of these tasks that have been performed. Different projects have different measures of progress, so-
called metrics. Defining a project's metrics is part of the definition of the project itself, which in turn is an important part of being a manager. Think of NASA's Mission Control: Tracking the metrics of a projectThese people in the picture hold their breath during a rocket launch and hope that it
will achieve its goal successfully, because there is always a great risk that it will fall off course or explode. This is how your boss feels when you manage a project. The boss knows that the project has its own control system on board (they manage it), but they still hold their breath and hope
that the project does not get out of the schedule or cause other headaches. If we look at the image above, we know that someone at NASA has decided that the largest REMOTE screen should show a map of Earth with a pile of curved green lines on it during mission control. Undoubtedly,
this visualization for Mission Control is very informative about the current status and progress of the rocket. The metrics of a project are like the TV screen your boss (and you) watch on Mission, Control.In our good report, you can see how the metrics of each project can be reported with
plain text. But if there are a number of different metrics, it becomes difficult to digest them all in plain text. For this reason, managers often report their metrics using charts and other visualizations. These metric dashboards are just like the monitors at Mission Control.Take Control.Take Poor
reporting was written by an employee who considered their actions to be their achievements. This is characteristic of a single contributor, not a manager. The difference between a single contributor and a manager is that each contributor's performance is the job they perform, while the
manager's achievements are the projects they own and their metrics. Taking responsibility for one's own right means enabling oneself to acknowledge the successes of a project and also to be held accountable for its failures. It means that the buck stops with you and cannot be passed
up/down/sideways. The author of the bad report does not appear to be responsible for the impact that her week's actions have had on the company's projects and success metrics. They pass on the Black Peter to their manager. Your projectWhen you take responsibility for a project, it
means that you have your own mission control, constantly monitor the status of your project, and make all the necessary adjustments. Occasionally, you pass on a warning in the chain that a deadline is missed or help is needed, but otherwise your boss doesn't have to worry about your
project because he knows you own it. So back to your weekly report. Now that we've explained all the relevant principles, it boils down to just a few simple steps: List all the projects you own If you don't know what they are, you need to make it clear that ASAP is to make sure your actions
aren't wasted. Report on the status and progress of each project If your progress metrics are too numerous or too complicated to digest in plain text, then create a kind of dashboard visualization. By the way, this advice is not only for entry-level managers. Every senior manager, director and
managing director in the company works according to the same basic principles described here – the only difference is the scope of their projects. If you own larger projects, you will receive a promotion. Join Hacker Noon Create your free account to unlock your individual reading
experience. Experience.
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